
 

“The quality of avalanche forecasts 

and education this winter are the 

best we’ve ever had.  The FAC has 

come sooooo far in the past 10 

years, and the community is really 

endorsing the progress.  I just can’t 

compliment  you guys enough.” 

- Don Scharfe, Rocky Mountain Outfitter 

FAC Investigates an avalanche that buried a snowcat last February on Werner Mountain Road. 

The Flathead Avalanche Center strives to prevent the loss of life, limb, and property to ava-

lanches through information and education to the community.  The FAC provides daily avalanche advisories 

and informative snowpack observations for the mountains in NW Montana.  We are staffed with 3 avalanche 

forecasters and 2 pro observers.   

The Friends of the Flathead Avalanche Center is our non-profit partner that finan-

cially supports the FAC and provides life-saving education and awareness to the community.  Our efforts are 

coordinated by a board of directors and education coordinator.  We rely on community support and volunteers 

to meet the growing needs of winter enthusiasts.   

Together, we work to make the backcountry a safer place. 



From the Director: 
It was an exciting winter to join the FAC!  A poor basal 

snowpack structure and momentous snowfall made for 

a challenging and memorable avalanche season. The 

constant stream of Pacific Northwest storms over per-

sistent weaknesses contributed to 13 avalanche fatali-

ties in Washington, Montana, and Idaho, one of which 

tragically claimed a member of our community.  Our 

team continues to expand avalanche information and 

education to the Flathead Valley.  We all sprouted a 

few grey hairs and lost a lot of sleep this winter to give 

our best at providing accurate and useful products. 

The public applauded the quality of our daily ava-

lanche advisories, which included substantial increas-

es in the number of field observations, photos, and 

supplemental videos. Outreach efforts are making a 

clear impact: website use continues to increase while 

our social media audience exploded. Even as we ex-

pand the number and level of avalanche classes, at-

tendance is brimming at capacity. Community feed-

back has been overwhelmingly positive. These suc-

cesses would not be possible without the dedication 

and support from our community and partners. Thank 

you to everyone—our volunteers, sponsors, and 

donors —  who contributed towards avalanche 

safety in the Flathead Valley.  We are excited to the 

keep the momentum rolling into next winter! 

Zach Guy, FAC Director  

. 

“I am so excited to see FOFAC connecting with more 

and more of our community each season. Increased of-

ferings for youth, the motorized community and new res-

cue skills courses were well received last season and we 

plan to add even more content this year. The 

whole community benefits from increased avalanche 

awareness!”  

Jenny Cloutier, FOFAC Education Coordinator 

Jenny Cloutier in the classroom 

FAC Director and forecaster Zach Guy  digs into the snowpack.  
Credit: Patrick Reilly/ Daily Interlake 

Forecaster Mark Dundas has a knack for teaching...all ages.  

Forecaster Chris Bilbrey. Ever enthusiastic, even when digging 
Zach’s snowmobile out of a 6 foot hole. 



Exponential 

Growth! 

As a result of our increased 

outreach efforts and a growing 

population of winter enthusi-

asts in the valley, public con-

sumption of our products con-

tinues to expand.  This winter, 

our forecast team doubled 

the amount of video and 

media content available to 

our growing audiences through 

our website and our social me-

dia platforms. 

Heavy snowfalls and a poor  basal structure contributed to a busy avalanche season  last winter 

A winter to remember... 
The 2017/18 winter season was characterized by a constant flow of Pacif-

ic systems leading to an atypically deep snowpack. By mid-April, the Flat-

head River Basin snowpack reached 152% of average. We had a 

purging rain event to mountain tops on Thanksgiving followed by the long-

est dry spell of the season during the first two weeks of December. These 

two weather events set the stages for a poor basal snowpack structure 

(the Thanksgiving Crust) that plagued us with persistent deep slab issues 

into February, resulting in one of the most challenging snowpacks in re-

cent memory.  The Thanksgiving Crust layer was immediately touchy un-

der its first loading event, which produced the most widespread cycle of 

the winter with 3” SWE in mid-December. We saw continued activity on 

this crust with every storm cycle until February 8th. By mid-January, the 

Thanksgiving Crust produced deep slab avalanches in excess of 8 

feet thick and up to D4 in size! The deep slab activity culminated on 

February 8th, when we saw a significant rain event at the tail end of an 8” 

SWE storm.  The resulting avalanche cycle unrooted mature timber but 

finally put our deep slab concerns to rest. The bulk of other avalanche ac-

tivity this season was the result of direct action storm, wind, or wet ava-

lanches. Although snowfall was nearly perpetual from mid-December until 

March, there were several distinct peaks and noteworthy avalanche cy-

cles. We issued 4 avalanche warnings this winter but also saw a nice 

stretch of low avalanche danger early and late in the season.   
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Support Us: 

Please consider a donation des-

ignated to FOFAC through the 

Whitefish Community Founda-

tion’s Great Fish Community 

Challenge: 

http://greatfishchallenge. 

whitefishcommunityfoundation.org/

live-donate-page/  

 

Contact Us: 
friends@flatheadavalanche.org 

 

PO Box 4276 

Whitefish, MT 59937 

An ounce of prevention... 
is worth a pound of cure.  This past winter, we expanded the scope of 

our avalanche courses and presented to 1900 students including 600 

youth!  Our courses included motorized specific, women’s specific, aware-

ness and intro courses, companion rescue, and youth classes. We also 

host an annual snow and avalanche workshop.  Indeed, it was a banner 

year for education.    

Mark Dundas demonstrating a snow pit with a Dream class.   

Looking Ahead… 

Ongoing projects and goals for FAC/FOFAC 

 Continue to improve the accuracy and quality of avalanche 

advisories and outreach. 

 Develop a strategic plan for FOFAC, including a sustainable 

education model to fit increasing demand, while maintaining 

financial support for the FAC. 

 Installation of Paola Ridge weather station in the Flathead 

Range and Mt. Aeneus wind sensor in the Swan Range.   

 Hire a second USFS permanent position (lead forecaster) 

 Maintain a robust network of volunteers and host volunteer 

training opportunities for educators and field assistants  

 Continue collaborations with existing partners while seeking 

new opportunities that augment our mission.  

 Continue to develop mobile responsive products to match 

evolving technologies.  
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